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THE CONDITION FOR AN APPROXIMATION OF POISSON

DISTRIBUTION TO BERNOULLI SUMS

IN MULTIVARIATE DISTRIBUTION

BY KAZUTOMO KAWAMURA

§ 1. Summary.

K. Kawamura [1] has discussed that a condition is shown and it plays as
sufficient condition for an approximation of Poisson distribution to the sum of
Bernoulli sequences and he has investigated the structure of Poisson distribution
in multivariate case. C. Liu [2] also has discussed an approximation to the sum
of variable (non-identically distributed) Bernoulli sequences.

In this paper the converse assertion is discussed, that is, the condition is
essential for the approximation of Poisson distribution to the sum of independent
Bernoulli sequences in multivariate case. The notations and discussion will
prepare the break through in the case of variable Bernoulli sequences.

§ 2. Notations and definitions.

k=(ku k2, -" , kn)
where coordinates k5 (/=1, 2, •••, n) are non-negative integers,

0=(0, 0, •••, 0) zero-vector,
£o={O, l}n, £={0, 1Γ-0, ίeEo,
#k the number of positive coordinates in a vector k.

An ordering for i^E0 in 3-dimensional case 0 = 3 ) ;

f(0, 0, 0)=000
(1, 0, 0)=100

(0, 1, 0)=010

(0,0,l)=001 ,

(1, 1, 0)=110 •

(1, 0, l)=101

(0,l,l)=011 ,

(1, 1, 1)=111

#2 = 0

#2 = 1,

#2 = 2,

#2 = 3.

(2.1)
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We use the ordering for i^E0, like above, in multivariate case, and also the
ordering for Z<Ξ£.

P(λ): n-variate Poisson distribution
λ=(λio...o, ^oio . o, ••• , Λ...01, ••• , ̂ li i ) : 2n—l dimensional parameter each coordi-

nate λk is non-negative parameter where suffix vectors £=100 ••• 0, 010 ••• 0, •••,
00 ••• 01, •••, 11 ••• 1 are ordered by a given ordering like above (2.1). And also
we put

P=(PQO...O> ίio . o, Poio-0, ••• , Po-oi, '" , ί i i - i ) : 2n-dimensional vector.

§3. Main result.

T H E O R E M 1. For given independent Bernoulli sequences Xu X2, ••• , XN each
N

having a distribution B(l, p), the sum X— Σ Xό has a binomial distribution B(N, p).

The distribution is expressed for &e{0, 1, ••• , N}n

P(X=k)= Σ -jp-r Π Pi* (3.1)

Proof. See Kawamura [1].

THEOREM 2. Let X be a binomial distribution B (N, p) then we have for any

lim P(X=k)= Σ Π p(at λj (3.2)
NPZΊZUEE

where p(a X) is an univariate Poisson probability density.

Proof. See Kawamura [1].

In this paper we will show the fact that the limiting condition

"Npi — > λi as Λί—> oo for /€=£"

is essential to the approximation.

THEOREM 3. For given independent Bernoulli sequence \Xlf X2, •••, XN each
having a distribution B(l, p) if we assume that the sum X=*ΣXj has the property
of Poisson approximation:

\ΊmP(X=k)=ΣiτiP(aί;λi) (fe^O) (3.3)
iV-oo [C] i&E

then we can derive the condition

"Npi — > λi as N—> oo for i<=E» (3.4)

Proof. Step 1) Defining #v is a number of positive components in the
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vector v (usually components of v are nonnegative integers).
If #k=0 then fe=0=(0, 0, ••• , 0). Put k—Q then in the left side of limiting

equation (3.3) becomes

AM
^ Π PΪ*=P? .

ZCol Π CLi 1

Solution of [Co] with k—0 is simply expressed

N, * = 0 ,

0,
for i<^E0, then we get

and left side of (3.3) becomes

lim P(X=O)= limp? .

Solution of [C] with &=0 is also expressed

αt=0, for ίEjB

then right side of (3.3) becomes

Σ Π Pifiti λt)= Π ί(0 J,)=exp{- Σ ̂ } .
CC] i e £ i(ΞE i<=E

Therefore, we get
Σ^} , (3.5)

where

/>o=l- Σ

Then we can conclude

lim N Σ pi=lim Σ Npi= Σ λt.
iV-oo ΪGJS1 i&E ί(=E

LEMMA. Under the condition of theorem 3, we have

* = Σ ^ . (3.6)
iV-oo i e £ i(=E

Step 2) In the case of fe=(100 ••• 0) the solution of [ C o ] with *=(100 — 0) is

ao=N-l,
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ax—0 , iφO, k for i^E0.

The solution of [C] is ak = l and at=0 for z^&, ? G £ then from (3.3)

lim AT/)* po~1=p(l Λ*) Π p(O;λi)

N-*oo i<=E,iΦk

then

lim A7"/)*, lim p^~1=λk Π exp{— ΛJ

and us'ng (3.6) we can get

\imNpk=λk. (3.7)

In the same way, we get (3.7) for any k satisfying #k = l; that is, under the
condition of the theorem if k^E and #k = l then we have

\\mNpk = λk .

Step 3) Let us proceed to prove the conclusion (3.4) of theorem 3 that for
any k^E we have

\imNpk=λk,
N -*oo

by the induction of the number of positive components of k^E : #k=r ( l ^ r ^ n ) .
In step 2 we have proved that the conclusion of the theorem is valid for r = l .

HYPOTHESIS OF THE INDUCTION. If we assume the conclusion also valid for
every r : r<r0 where l ^ r o ^ n , then we can prove the relation of (3.7) for r—
r o + l , as follows and finish the induction.

Put k^E, #k=ro+l then if we have to decompose the vector k as following

k=j\+j2+ ••• + / . (3.8)

where j\, j2, ••-,/, are n-dimensional vectors and havirg nonnegative integral
components, so jlt j2, ••• , / s ^0 and j\, j2i ••• , jsφ0 are satisfied.

Let us define the relation of vectors V and O :V>O<=$V^O and VφO,
then the decomposed vectors must satisfy j\, j2, ••• , ; s > 0 . If the vector k in
the left side of (3.3) is the sum of TV independent Bernoulli vectors havirg a
distribution B(l, p) then we express a sequence of N observations:

/ . , - , j s , O , O , . -

N-s

That is a decomposition of k is given by

The probability of an occurrence of the decomposition is
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Ph Ph'" Pi* Po'" Po-

N-s

The combination for the decomposition satisfying (3.9) is

Therefore the probability of the decomposition having j u j t , •••, js>0 becomes

N(N-ί) - (N-s+ί)ph ph ... ph p?-s.

To calculate P(X=k) of (3.3) we have to summarize such probabilities for all
decompositions satisfying (3.9).

r N(N-l) - (N-s+l)ph ph - pjs prs (3.10)

where O—(0, 0, ••• , 0) and 1=(1, 1, ••• , 1) are n-dimensional vectors. And from
the condition (3.3) of the theorem, the fact (3.6) in the lemma is already proved:

iV-oo i<=E

and the hypothesis of the induction we have

Hm P(X=k)=% Σ lim Λ̂  pJ1(N-l)ph ••• (N-s+l)pJt lim p»-

=\im N pk lim p^-1Jr Σ Σ Λ , A — ̂ f exp{— Σ M (3.11)
s=2 te£

= [lim iV />*+Σ Σ ^ A "* ̂ J e χ P <"" Σ ^}

On the other hand, in the right side of (3.3) the solution of [C] with #k—ro+l
is expressed

s

where
hjs=k and 0<j\, j 2 >

And CLJV aJ2, ••• , α^ are consist with the numbers of the decomposed vectors.
j \ , h, -' , Js in (3.8). In the right side of (3.3)

Σ π
ίCl ί<ΞE

the solution of [C] is depending on the decomposition and we have aι=0 or 1
from k^E. We have at=l if i&{ju j 2 , •••, js} of the decomposition and other-
wise at=0 for i^E. And we can check from (3.8) and k^E the decomposed
vectors j u j 2 , ••• , j s are mutually different vectors.
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P(X= k)= Σ Π p(au λh) Π P(0 λ,)

#k s

ί j | Π

where
ji<l and

= Σ Σ Π ^
s=i Eec i=i ie£

=^*exp{-Σ^}+Σ Σ Π^expl-ΣΛ} (3.12)
ΪG.B s=2 Dec i=l ie£

Finally we can conclude by (3.11) and (3.12)

Y\mNpk=λk for #k=r+l.
N-*oo

Now, we have finished the induction: the proof of the validity of (3.7) in the
theorem for every k satisfying #k=r+l. So we can conclude for any k: k(=E
and #k=l, 2, ••• , n

\\mNpk—λk.
N ->oo

This is the conclusion of the theorem. •
These theorems have a variation theorem rather a mathematical one, that

is, summarizing Theorem 2 and 3 we conclude next theorem.

THEOREM 4. Necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of p. g. f.
of B{N,p) to p.g.f. of P(λ):

lim(Σ pis
i)N=τiexp{-λt+λ%si} (3.13)

iV-oo i<=EQ i^E

is
Πm Npi=λi fori<=E. (3.7)
iV-OO

That is the condition " lim Λ^—λ t for i^E" (3.4) is essential for the con-
iV-»oo

vergence of distribution.

§ 4. Bivariate case.

Let Xly X2, •", XN be a sequence of independent Bernoulli distribution

B(l, p) where />=(/>„<> ίio Poi in), Pυ>0 and Σ ί < i = l ( Σ Pi=D
i(ΞE0

for ; = 1, 2, ••• , N.

Then from theorem 1 we have
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f + S 2
a + β+ΐ+δ=N
a,β,r,δ>0 integer

where k=(kίy k2)^O: klf k2^0.

T H E O R E M 5. Let Xu X2y ••• , XN be an independent Bernoulli sequence then

we have

i TΛI -c—i Λr i \ v - » y w 1 0 X W O1 * U 1 f •> •> •> ) / Λ r>\

H i l l I I 2-k -<*-j—K I— 4-J ~Q~\ Γ̂ ~ϊ C Λ p | Λio ΛQI Λ n j yϊ./U)

Nίϊϊ^ϊί β,r,δ*Oinάrer

Proof. See theorem 2.

T H E O R E M 6. Let Xlf X2y •••, ̂  /?̂  an independent bivariate Bernoulli

sequence and we assume

β,ΐ,δ^O integer

we have NpιO-^λιO, NpOί—>λOι and Npn-^λn as N^ co.

Proof. See theorem 3.
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